We describe an effective algorithm to determine the maximal class-c quotient (or the maximal commutative class-c quotient) of a finitely presented associative algebra over an arbitrary field. As application, we investigate the relatively free d-generator algebras satisfying the identity x n = 0. In particular, we consider the identity x 3 = 0 and the cases (d, n) = (2, 4) and (d, n) = (2, 5).
Introduction
A non-trivial associative algebra A is called nilpotent of (nilpotency) class c or (nilpotency) degree c + 1 if A c+1 = {0} and A c = {0}. This is equivalent to saying that every product of c + 1 elements in A is zero, while there is a product of c elements which differs from zero. In the first part of this paper we describe a nilpotent quotient algorithm for finitely presented associative algebras over arbitrary fields. This takes as input a finitely presented associative algebra A and an integer c and it determines a basis and the corresponding structure constants table for its class-c nilpotent quotient A/A c+1 . A variation of the algorithm allows to restrict to commutative quotients. The algorithm is implemented as part of the Gap [14] package [2] . The nilpotent quotient algorithm described here generalises the algorithm by Vaughan-Lee [15] . Similar methods for groups are described by Nickel [11] and Newman & O'Brien [10] . Havas, Newman and Vaughan-Lee [3] developed a nilpotent quotient algorithm for graded Lie rings in characteristic p > 0. In the second part of this paper, we consider the relatively free d-generator associative Falgebras A(d, n, F) satisfying the identity x n = 0. These algebras play a central role in the investigation of the analogues to the Burnside problems for associative algebras suggested by Kurosch [7] . We refer to the survey by Zelmanov [16] for details and background. We develop an algorithm to determine a basis and the corresponding structure constants table of the algebras A(d, n, F) for given d and n and all fields F of a given characteristic. This algorithm is a two-fold extension of the nilpotent quotient algorithm. First, we extend the nilpotent quotient algorithm so that it applies to the natural infinite presentation A(d, n, F) = F (d, F)/ w n | w ∈ F (d, F) , where F (d, F) is the free non-unital associative F-algebra on d generators. Secondly, we show how the resulting algorithm can be adapted Kuzmin [8] proved that deg(A(d, n, F)) ≥ n(n + 1)/2 if char(F) = 0 and he conjectured that this lower bound is sharp. This has been proved for n ≤ 4. The case n = 4 is due to Vaughan-Lee [15] . Shestakov & Zhukavets [13] added some results in the case n = 5. Our computational results imply that Kuzmin's conjecture holds for d = 2 and n = 5. Finally, we note that an implementation of the algorithm to compute A(d, n, F) and a datalibary of the computed algebras A(d, n, F) will also be part of the Gap package [2] .
Preliminaries
In this section we introduce some notation which we use later. Throughout, let F be an arbitrary field.
Free and finitely presented algebras
Let F[x 1 , . . . , x n ] denote the polynomial ring in n non-commuting variables x 1 , . . . , x n . Its ideal F (n, F) consisting of those polynomials with zero constant term yields an explicit description for the free associative non-unital F-algebra on n generators. The non-trivial monomials in x 1 , . . . , x n form an F-basis for F (n, F) and the monomials of degree at least c yield an F-basis for the ideal (F (n, F)) c . A finite presentation is a term of the form
where R 1 , . . . , R l are elements in F (n, F). This term represents the associative nonunital algebra
Nilpotent algebras
Let A be a nilpotent F-algebra of class c. Then its series of power ideals has the form
We say that an element a ∈ A has weight k ∈ N if a ∈ A k \ A k+1 . A weighted basis for A is an ordered basis (b 1 , . . . , b m ) with associated weights (w 1 , . . . , w m ) satisfying that {b i | 1 ≤ i ≤ m with w i ≥ k} is a basis for A k for 1 ≤ k ≤ c. Weighted bases will be used frequently in our algorithms to compute with nilpotent algebras. A weighted basis allows to read off the weight vector (a 1 , . . . , a c ) of the nilpotent algebras A defined by a k = dim(A k /A k+1 ) for 1 ≤ k ≤ c. Thus the weighted basis also exhibits the minimal generator number dim(A/A 2 ) and a minimal generating set {b 1 , . . . , b d } of A as well as the class c of A.
The nilpotent quotient algorithm
Let A = x 1 , . . . , x n | R 1 , . . . , R l be a finitely presented associative algebra over a field F and let c ∈ N. Our ultimate aim in this section is to describe an algorithm to determine a basis for A/A c+1 . As a preliminary step, we introduce the data structures used in the algorithm.
Nilpotent quotient systems
Let (b 1 , . . . , b m ) be a weighted basis for the nilpotent quotient A/A c+1 with weights (w 1 , . . . , w m ). We say that this basis is standardised with respect to the natural epi- 
The initial step of the induction
In this section we describe how we determine a nilpotent quotient system for the quotient
Let R be a relator of A. Then R is a polynomial in F (n, F) with zero constant term. Hence R has the form R = 
Let e R = (e 1 , . . . , e n ) ∈ F n be the coefficient vector of the monomials of degree 1 in the relator R of A.
3 Lemma: A/A 2 ∼ = F n /E, where E = e R | R ∈ {R 1 , . . . , R l } is the subspace of F n generated by the vectors e R .
Proof: Note that A/A 2 ∼ = F (n, F)/(F (n, F) 2 + (R 1 , . . . , R l )). The ideal F (n, F) 2 is generated by all monomials of degree at least 2 in F (n, F). Thus F (n, F)/F (n, F) 2 ∼ = F n and the image of a relator R under this isomorphism is e R .
• Let V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } denote the standard basis of F n . Choose a subset C of V so that F n = C, E . By construction, the set C has cardinality d. Enumerate the elements of C as C = (c 1 , . . . , c d ) and define
Then the images ϕ 1 (x i ) satisfy the relations of A. Thus ϕ 1 extends to a homomorphism from A to B 1 . As ϕ 1 (x i ) = b j if v i = c j ∈ C, the conditions of a standardised weighted basis are satisfied and ϕ 1 is an epimorphism. Further, a definition as image can be read off for every b i in the basis of B 1 . It follows from Lemma 3 that the kernel of ϕ 1 is A 2 .
The covering algebra
In this section we recall from [1] the construction of a covering algebra of a finite dimensional nilpotent associative algebra. This will be a key construction for the induction step.
In [1] , this construction is given for finite fields only. We note here that this extends to arbitrary fields without changes. Let B be a nilpotent associative F-algebra with d = dim(B/B 2 ) and class c.
We recall the following from [1] .
Theorem: The covering algebra B * is a finite dimensional nilpotent associative Falgebra. It has class c or c + 1 and it satisfies
is an ideal in B * contained in its annihilator and it satisfies B ∼ = B * /M (B).
An effective method to construct a basis for the covering algebra B * is described in [1] . This is rather technical and we only give a brief overview here for completeness. We suppose that B is given by a weighted basis (b 1 , . . . , b m ) with weights (w 1 , . . . , w m ). Let a ijk ∈ F denote the structure constants with respect to this basis so that
and define a multiplication on B via the following structure constants:
• b i t lk = t lk b i = 0 and t hj t lk = t lk t hj = 0 for all possible i, j, l, h, k.
ThenB is an F-algebra, but it is not necessarily associative. We evaluate the elements
As B is associative, it follows that every x ijk evaluates to a linear combination of tails. Let
This simple approach towards determining B * can be improved in various ways. First, it is possible to reduce the number of tails significantly. Secondly, one can reduce the number of elements x ijk necessary to generate X. We refer to [1] for further details.
The induction step
Suppose that we are given a nilpotent quotient system for B c = A/A c+1 . This consists of the standardised weighted basis (b 1 , . . . , b m ) with weights (w 1 , . . . , w m ), the images y 1 , . . . , y n under ϕ c and the definitions of the basis elements. Our aim is to extend this to a nilpotent quotient system for B c+1 = A/A c+2 . As a first step, we determine the covering algebra B As F (d, F) is free, it follows that γ factors through A/A c+2 and thus there exists an epimorphism ǫ :
it follows that this induces an epimorphism α : B * c → A/A c+2 whose kernel is some U ≤ M (B c ) and whose inverse A/A c+2 → B * c /U induces an epimorphism ϕ : A → B * c /U of the desired form.
• 6 Lemma: If the map ϕ :
c . This automorphism acts trivially on B * c /M (B c ) and thus on M (B c ). Hence it maps U onto U and induces an automorphism α of B * c /U . This yields the desired result by choosing ϕ ′ = ϕ • α.
• Thus we assume s 1 = . . . = s d = 0 and it remains to determine suitable choices for s d+1 , . . . , s n ∈ M (B c ) and for U ≤ M (B c ) so that they induce an epimorphism with kernel A c+2 as in Theorem 5. For this purpose, consider a relator R of A. As in Section 3.2, we write R = a i m i , where a i ∈ F and m i is a non-trivial product in the generators x 1 , . . . , x n of A. The monomials m i of degree 1 again play a special role. Thus, as in Section 3.2, we write R as
Let c R = R(y * 1 , . . . , y * n ) and f R = (e d+1 , . . . , e n ). Then c R is an element of M (B c
. . , y * n + s n now can be rewritten as
This implies the following. 
) and hence K s ≤ A c+1 . As B * c has class at most c + 1, it follows that A c+2 ≤ K s .
•
The next remark describes yields a criterion for an element s that yields the desired kernel K s with K s = A c+2 .
Proof: Theorem 5 and Lemma 6 assert that there exists a tuple s = (s d+1 , . . . , s n ) ∈ M (B c ) n−d so that the corresponding epimorphism ψ s has kernel K s = A c+2 . For such an s it follows that
We determine a vector s ∈ M (B c ) n−d with minimal dim(U s ) using the following construction. Consider M (B c ) as a vector space over F and let V = F n−d . Define the vector space W = V ⊕ M (B c ) and its diagonal subspace
The following remark determines a special basis for D. Let {v 1 , . . . , v n−d } denote the standard basis for V .
) and thus D has a basis of the form
Proof: Consider the row space E defined in Section 3.2. This is generated by the coefficient vectors e R = (e 1 , . . . , e n ) of the monomials of degree 1 in a relator R. The vectors f R considered here are obtained from e R by eliminating the first d entries. The space E has dimension n − d. The construction in Section 3.2 implies that f R | R ∈ {R 1 , . . . , R l } also has dimension n − d, since we have eliminated the entries corresponding to the definitions only. Thus D = V ⊕ L for some L ≤ M (B c ) and the result follows.
• Remark 9 allows to read off a suitable choice for a vector s with U s of minimal dimension. Using s = (−r 1 , . . . , −r n−d ), it follows from Remark 9 that U s = l 1 , . . . , l k = L. Hence U s has minimal possible dimension and the result follows.
• We summarise the algorithm for the induction step as follows:
• Determine B * c and y * 1 , . . . , y * n .
• Evaluate c R = R(y * 1 , . . . , y * n ) in B * c for every relator R of A.
• Compute a basis of D = (f R , c R ) | R ∈ {R 1 , . . . , R l } as in Remark 9.
• Extract s ∈ M (B c ) n−d and U from this basis as in Lemma 10.
Given this information, it is then straightforward to the extend the nilpotent quotient system for B c ∼ = A/A c+1 to a nilpotent quotient system for B c+1 = B * c /U ∼ = A/A c+2 .
An easy example
We consider A = x 1 , x 2 , x 3 | x 2 1 , (x 1 x 2 ) 2 , x 3 + x 2 2 . The row space E defined in Section 3.2 can be read off from the relators of A as E = (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1) .
Thus A/A 2 ∼ = F 3 /E has dimension 2. Define B 1 as the F-algebra of dimension 2 with trivial multiplication and let (b 1 , b 2 ) be an arbitrary basis for B 1 . Further, define y 1 = b 1 , y 2 = b 2 and y 3 = 0. Then (b 1 , b 2 ) is a standardised weighted basis with weights (1, 1) and definitions (1, 2) and together with the images (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) it forms a nilpotent quotient system for A/A 2 . The covering algebra B * 1 has dimension 6 and a basis (b
We determine the elements c R for the three relators of A. For R = x 2 1 we obtain that
Similarly, for R = (x 1 x 2 ) 2 , we obtain that c R = (b * 4 ) 2 = 0 and for R = x 3 + x 2 2 we find that c R = b We consider the following examples for finitely presented algebras over a field F:
Some further examples
We determined the maximal class-c quotient and the maximal commutative class-c quotient for these algebras for various classes c and various fields F using the Gap implementation of our algorithm. We exhibit some of the results in the next 
Variations for commutative and Lie algebras
It is straightforward to restrict the nilpotent quotient algorithm to commutative algebras. This only requires to replace the covering algebra B * by the commutative covering algebra B * com ; the later is the largest commutative quotient of B * . This can readily be determined by equating the tails t ij = t ji in the computation of the covering algebra as in Section 3.3. As this reduces the number of tails in the covering algebra computation, it follows that the resulting method is more effective than the general algorithm. The algorithm described here can also be translated from associative algebras to the case of Lie algebras. This mainly requires to replace the associative covering algebra B * by the Lie covering algebra B * Lie . This can be achieved by equating the tails t ij = −t ji and t ii = 0 in the computation of the covering algebra in Section 3.3 and then replacing the associative condition to determine X by the Jacobi-identity.
Algebras satisfying a polynomial identity
The relatively free d-generator F-algebra A(d, n, F) satisfying the identity x n = 0 can be described by an infinite presentation
It is known that A(d, n, F) is nilpotent and bounds on its degree are available: Kuzmin [8] and Razmyslov [12] proved that n(n + 1)/2 ≤ deg(A(d, n, F)) ≤ n 2 for char(F) = 0, Higman [4] showed that deg(A(d, n, F)) < 2 n for char(F) = 0 or char(F) > n, and Klein [6] added that deg(A(d, n, F)) < (d n n 6 )/6 for arbitrary fields F.
is known in few cases only: The algebras A(d, 2, F) are well-understood and the algebras A(d, 3, F) have been investigated by Lopatin [9] for infinite fields F. Further, A(2, 3, F) was constructed by Kaplansky [5] .
Computing A(d, n, F) for a fixed field F
The description of A(d, n, F) given above is an infinite presentation. Hence the nilpotent quotient algorithm described in Section 3 does not directly apply. We thus consider the following alternative description of A(d, n, F) which is based on the observation that for every w ∈ F (d, F) there exists an endomorphism of F (d, F) mapping x 1 to w. , F) ) .
This alternative description allows to determine A(d, n, F) with a slight variation of the algorithm of Section 3. We assume that n ≥ 2. As before, we use induction on c and determine a weighted basis for
We initialise B 1 as the free abelian associative algebra of dimension d. For the induction step we suppose that B c is the determined class-c quotient of A(d, n, F) and we denote its weighted basis by (b 1 , . . . , b d , b d+1 , . . . , b m ). We determine a weighted basis for B c+1 via:
• Compute the covering algebra B * c ; • Determine the action of Aut(B c ) on M (B c ); 
Field extensions
Let E be an extension field of F and let A be a nilpotent F-algebra with weighted F-basis (b 1 , . . . , b m ). Then the tensor product A E := A⊗ F E is a nilpotent E-algebra with weighted E-basis (b 1 ⊗ 1, . . . , b m ⊗ 1). Hence A E as E-algebra and A as F-algebra have the same weight vectors. Thus if A is a d-generator nilpotent F-algebra, then A E is a d-generator nilpotent E-algebra and it satisfies that dim E A E = dim F A.
11 Lemma: Let E be a field extension of F and let U E = a n | a ∈ A(d, n, F) E . Then
Computing A(d, n, F) for all fields F of a given characteristic
Suppose that d, n and a characteristic are given. Our aim is to determine A(d, n, F) for all fields F of this given characteristic. Let P be the prime field of the given characteristic. Then P is either a finite field or the rational numbers and F is a field extension of P. We first determine A(d, n, P) with the method of Section 4.1. Lemma 11 then reduces the computation of A(d, n, F) to the calculation of U F = a n | a ∈ A(d, n, P) F . Our aim is to determine U F for all fields F of the given characteristic simultaneously. By construction, each of the polynomials f 1 , . . . , f m has degree at most n and defines the zero-function on P. For all other fields F we obtain that
Thus it is out aim to determine the possible values of f i in all extension fields F of P. The following lemma will be helpful for this purpose. Proof: The proof is similar to the results in Kaplansky [5] . It uses induction on m. The case m = 1: Suppose that f is not the zero polynomial. Then s∈S (x 1 − s) divides f and hence f has degree at least |S| > n. This is a contradiction. The induction step: Suppose the result holds for polynomials in m − 1 variables and suppose that f is not the zero polynomial. Write f as f = n i=0 f i (y 1 , . . . , y m−1 )y i m . We evaluate f at (s 1 , . . . , s m−1 , a i ) for n + 1 different elements a 0 , . . . , a n ∈ S. This is equivalent to computing
The matrix on the left hand side of this calculation is a Vandermonde matrix and it has non-zero determinant. Hence if there are s 1 , . . . , s m−1 so that f i (s 1 , . . . , s m−1 ) = 0 for some i, then f (s 1 , . . . , s m−1 , s m ) is not identical zero on S. Thus every polynomial f 0 , . . . , f n is the zero function on S. By induction on m, it follows that every f 0 , . . . , f n is the zero polynomial and hence the result follows.
• Let V = f 1 , . . . , f m the subspace of the polynomial ring P[y 1 , . . . , y m ] generated by the evaluation polynomials.
13 Theorem: Let P be the prime field of F.
Proof: (a) This follows directly from Lemma 12, as U F = {0} in this case. (b) The construction asserts that dim(U F ) ≤ dim(V ). Suppose that |F| > n and assume that dim(U F ) < dim(V ). Then there exists v ∈ V with v = 0 so that v(s 1 , . . . , s m ) = 0 for all s 1 , . . . , s m ∈ F. As v is a linear combination of f 1 , . . . , f m , it follows that the degree of v is at most n. Lemma 12 now yields a contradiction. Thus dim(U F ) = dim(V ).
• Theorem 13 allows to determine U F for all fields F of a given characteristic simultaneously. If char(F) = 0 or char(F) = p > n, then U F = {0} and there is nothing to do. If char(F) = p ≤ n, then we compute the evaluation polynomials f 1 , . . . , f m and their corresponding space V . We determine U F explicitly for the finitely many fields F with |F| ≤ n and note that U F can be read off from V for |F| > n.
Computational results for n = 3
We determined the algebras A(d, 3, F) for d ∈ {2, 3, 4} and all fields of characteristic 2, 3, 5 and 0. We exhibit the results by describing the weight vectors of the computed algebras; Recall that these contain the dimensions of the quotients of the series of power ideals. We first consider the cases char(F) = 0 or char(F) = 5. In these cases it is sufficient to determine the algebras over their prime fields. We obtain that • A(2, 3, F) has weight vector (2, 4, 4, 4, 2).
• A(3, 3, F) has weight vector (3, 9, 17, 27, 21).
• A(4, 3, F) has weight vector (4, 16, 44, 96, 100).
• A(5, 3, F) has weight vector (5, 25, 90, 250, 325).
Next we consider the case char(F) = 3. We first first compute the algebras over the prime field GF (3). Constructing the evaluation polynomials, we found that they are all zero in all cases. Thus we obtain that • A(2, 3, F) has weight vector (2, 4, 4, 4, 2, 1).
• A(3, 3, F) has weight vector (3, 9, 17, 27, 30, 26, 15, 6, 1).
• A(4, 3, F) has weight vector (4, 16, 44, 96, 156, 198, 192, 144, 80, 32, 8, 1) .
Finally, we consider the case char(F) = 2. We first first compute the algebras over the prime field GF (2) and then we constructed the evaluation polynomials. We found that there are d(d − 1)/2 non-zero evaluation polynomials in each of the three cases. These have the form y 2 i y j + y j y 2 i for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d and arise at weight 3. Thus we obtain that • A(2, 3, F) has the weight vector (2, 4, 5, 4, 2) for F = GF (2).
A(2, 3, F) has the weight vector (2, 4, 4, 4, 2) for F = GF (2).
• A (3, 3, F) has the weight vector (3, 9, 20, 27, 21) for F = GF (2).
A(3, 3, F) has the weight vector (3, 9, 17, 27, 21) for F = GF (2).
• A(4, 3, F) has the weight vector (4, 16, 50, 96, 104, 16) for F = GF (2). A(4, 3, F) has the weight vector (4, 16, 44, 96, 104, 16) for F = GF (2).
Computational results for A(2, 4, F)
We determined A(2, 4, F) for all fields F of characteristic 2, 3, 5 and 0. In characteristic 3 there is one non-zero evaluation polynomial y 3 1 y 2 − y 1 y 3 2 which arises at weight 4. In characteristic 2 there are two non-zero evaluation polynomials y 1 y 2 2 (y 1 + y 2 ) and y 1 y 2 (y 2 1 + y 2 2 ) at weight 4 and one non-zero evaluation polynomial y 1 y 2 (y 1 + y 2 )(y 4 + y 5 ) at weight 5. We obtain that the algebra A (2, 4, F) has the weight vector
• (2, 4, 8, 11, 16, 20, 20, 15, 6) if char(F) =∈ {0, 5, 7}.
• ( 
Computational results for A(2, 5, F)
We determined A(2, 5, F) for all fields F of characteristic 2, 3, 5, 7 and 0. In characteristic 5 all evaluation polynomials are zero. In characteristic 3 there are two non-zero evaluation polynomials y 2 1 y 2 (y 2 1 − y 2 2 ) and y 1 y 2 2 (y 2 1 − y 2 2 ) at weight 5 and one non-zero evaluation polynomial y 1 y 2 (y 2 1 − y 2 2 )(y 4 + y 5 ) at weight 6. For characteristic 2 we determined 42 nontrivial evaluation polynomials. These generate a vector space of dimension 23; A weighted basis of this vector space has 3 basis elements at weight 5, 5 basis elements at weight 6, 9 basis elements at weight 7 and 6 basis elements at weight 8. We obtain that the algebra A(2, 5, F) has the weight vector 
